
EasyFLO™  
Faucet and Fittings 
Collection
Just PUSH!



OFF PUSH ONEasyFLO™. 
Just PUSH!
Not much has changed since the invention of the faucet but 
things are about to change - for the better. EasyFLO™ Faucet 
and Fittings Collection takes a fresh approach to how we use 
and interact with a faucet. With a simple push of a button, we 
can turn the water on and off. It’s almost too good to be true 
for everyone in the family. Now that’s just fun-tastic!

Scan QR code to view  
American Standard™ website

Scan QR code to view 
EasyFLO™ video



FlexiMatch™
Choose from 3 distinctive colors and finishes - chrome, matte black  
and glossy white from the EasyFLO™ Faucet and Fittings Collection.  
The ergonomical design in different colors and finishings pairs well  
with most modern bathrooms. So let your imagination take flight!

Glossy WhiteMatte BlackChrome

DuraShine™
Our chrome finish on EasyFLO™ range is enforced with 
a long-lasting finish. This ensures an enduring brilliance 
and easy maintenance for years to come. 

Zero Lead
Safety is always our first priority. EasyFLO™ faucets  
are lead free, thanks to our investment in manufacturing 
technology. We are proud to be one of the pioneers to 
create and provide quality and safe products for you 
and your family.

EasyPush™
Purposefully designed with an easy push on/off button,  
the EasyFLO™ Faucet and Fittings Collection removes the 
complication of levers and knobs found in conventional faucets. 
The sleek, minimalist push-button technology is especially handy 
when needing to turn water on with dirty or soapy hands!  
It’s so easy, Just PUSH!

Water-Saving
EasyFLO™ is not only a breeze to use, it is cleverly efficient in 
saving water! Unlike conventional faucets, the pre-set volume  
at the main valves minimizes water wastage while optimizing  
a constant water flow. Save water, save our earth! 





LEGEND FLEXIMATCH
Flexibly combines with other products.

DURASHINE
A long-lasting coat of chrome finishing gives off shine 
that exudes design excellence.

WATER SAVING
Water-saving for ecological and economical sense.

EASYPUSH
Easy to operate, even with wet or soapy hands.

ZERO LEAD
Total protection for well-being with zero lead  
contact in waterway.

LEGEND FLEXIMATCH
Flexibly combines with other products.

DURASHINE
A long-lasting coat of chrome finishing gives off shine 
that exudes design excellence.

EASYPUSH
Easy to operate, even with wet or soapy hands.

Bath & ShowerBasin Faucet

Basin Faucet (Matte Black)
FFAST823-109440BF0

Basin Faucet (Glossy White)
FFAST823-109090BF0

Basin Faucet (Chrome)
FFAST823-109500BF0

Exposed Shower (Chrome)
FFAST825-709500BF0

Concealed Shower (Chrome)
FFAST826-709500BF0

Exposed Shower (Matte Black)
FFAST825-709440BF0

Exposed Shower (Glossy White)
FFAST825-709090BF0

Concealed Shower (Matte Black)
FFAST826-709440BF0

Concealed Shower (Glossy White)
FFAST826-709090BF0





The product image shown is for illustration purposes only and is not an exact representation of  
the final product, which may be subject to further change.
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